4 HALKETBURN ROAD
SKELMORLIE
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THE PROPERTY
5 | BEDROOMS

3 | BATHROOMS

3 | PUBLIC ROOMS

Located in the heart of Upper Skelmorlie and well placed for ease of access to all the village’s
amenities, 4 Halketburn Road is a truly magnificent detached red sandstone extended villa set
over three levels that is presented to the market in excellent order. The property enjoys three
public rooms and five bedrooms and sits in landscaped mature garden grounds. 4 Halketburn
Road is an entertainers delight with an elevated deck and extensive driveway parking. For the
commuter Wemyss Bay main line train terminal to Glasgow is within easy reach.
An entrance vestibule opens to a broad reception hallway with WC/ cloakroom off. The formal
lounge has a working fireplace with a full height bay window overlooking the deck and gardens
beyond. Adjacent to the lounge is a magnificent extended family/living room with a walk in box
bay window with excellent garden aspects. To the rear of the reception hall a formal dining room
opens to a dining sized kitchen fitted with a range of wall and base units with butchers block work
surfaces and integrated dishwasher. The kitchen gives doorway access to an enclosed courtyard
adding further entertaining space. On the first floor there are four spacious double bedrooms. Two
of the bedrooms are front facing with elevated views and one is accessed from the half landing. The
family bathroom is located on the first floor and is fitted with a modern four piece suite to include
WC, wash hand basin, stand alone bath and larger style shower cubicle. A stairway from the landing
leads to a further bedroom/ office or study and a modern bathroom. In addition to the above the
property has double glazing, gas central heating solid wood flooring in the lounge, living/family
room, reception hall and extensive monobloc driveway parking leading to a detached garage. The
mature gardens are a particularly attractive feature of the property having a westerly aspect and laid
in large lawned terraces. There is a multi level entertaining deck and accessed from the family room
overlooking the gardens.
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Local Area
Skelmorlie and neighbouring Wemyss Bay offer a range of amenities, recreational facilities and swift travel links to Glasgow via bus, train and the
upgraded road network. There is also a regular ferry service to the Island of Bute. Skelmorlie’s amenities include primary schooling, a golf course, a
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bowling club, as well as restaurants and hotels nearby. 4 miles to the south, the bustling holiday town of Largs has a host of amenities as well as a
regular service to the beautiful island of Cumbrae.
LA1291 | Sat Nav: 4 Halketburn Road, Skelmorlie, PA17 5BP
* All measurements and distances are approximate Floorplans are for illustration purposes and may not be to scale.
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